Paints and Varnishes for Scenic
Painters
EMULSION PAINT
We have all watched as emulsion paint has been mixed
in the paint shop or DIY store. A squirt of this stainer, a
drop of that, into a tin of white base, then into the
machine to be shaken. The result is an opaque, material
thats great for covering and producing flat areas of
colour.
Emulsion paint is familiar, easily available and easy to
use, so it certainly has a place in a scenic paint
cupboard. However it does have some drawbacks.
It’s expensive. The coloured tins are anyway. Coloured
emulsion paint is about twice the cost of white, and the only difference is a bit of stainer
which costs very little. The less you buy the more expensive per litre pre-mixed emulsion
becomes.
It takes up space.
Because its expensive at the end of a show all the left over emulsion paint gets saved for
the next show. Inevitably this results in lots of mostly empty pots of pastel coloured
emulsion paint, drying out, going mouldy and taking up space.
It’s chalky.
Think about the paint being mixed again. Emulsion paint is white paint with stainer in it.
It's no good for making a wash (diluted paint) or a glaze (diluted paint with varnish or
emulsion glaze in it). It's too chalky and opaque. I use a lot of translucent layers in my
work and for this I use scenic paint.
SOME TIPS ON MIXING BASE COATS
Emulsion paint is needed to paint box sets, and as base coats in many scenic painting
processes. Base coats can be mixed from white emulsion using scenic paint or stainers as
a tint. For touring scenery that may need to be repainted frequently you may want to have
base coats premixed so that the correct colour can be re-ordered. But generally its easier
cheaper and more storage efficient to mix the colour you need. Here are a few pointers for
mixing colour.
1) Do a test. Don’t dive right in and start tipping scenic paint or stainers into a 10 litre pot
of white emulsion. Once you’ve got the colour right in an egg cup you know what
colours you’ll need to mix a bucket full.

2) Mix a bit more than enough. Coverage can be worked out by reading the side of the
tin of white, measuring your scenery and doing a few rough calculations. Mix a bit
more than you think you’ll need as it’s not at all easy to get an exact match. Think
about whether you’ll need two coats. You may decide half way through a job that you
need a second coat and you are not sure if there’s enough paint to do it. In that case
mix a bit more and add it to the original for the second coat. That way there will be no
colour matching problems.
3) What happens if you go wrong? Say you’ve added too much staining colour to your
white emulsion. The temptation is to tip more white in. The trouble is that you might
have put much more stainer than you should have. If you keep on adding white you’ll
end up with an enormous pot of paint, far more than you wanted. Instead, take a new
pot of white and add a little of the over-strong colour to it.

SCENIC COLOUR
Look inside a scenic paintshop’s paint cupboard and you’ll find a range of different paints
dyes varnishes and powders. My cupboard is made up of the following groups of
materials
1) Pre mixed scenic paint
2) Screen printing ink or other universal stainers.
3) Powder paint and dyes.

Pre Mixed Scenic Paint
There are a handful of scenic paint ranges on the market but
for my money, Rosco Super Saturated is easily the best. I’ve
used it since the end of the 1980s and I must admit to being
a fan. Like emulsion paint it has its own fixative mixed in
with it, so its ready to use straight out of the pot. However its
very concentrated and so it needs to be diluted before being
used. As the name suggests it has loads of pigment in it and
it’s not full of chalky fillers. The upshot of this is that you can
dilute it down to very thin washes and the translucent colour
still registers. You can add it to varnish or emulsion glaze.
You can also add it to emulsion paint as a stainer. Using a
combination of tinted emulsion as a base coat and rosco
“super sat” in washes and glazes over the top gives you the
chance to create many additional finishes and effects that
cannot be achieved with emulsion alone.
I always have a palette of earth colours on the shelf. Raw Umber, Raw Sienna, Yellow
Ochre and Leather Lake get used the most. Burnt Umber and Burnt Siena are called on
less frequently. On the next shelf I have Lemon Yellow, Chrome Yellow, Pthalo Green,
Green Shade Blue, Ultra Marine, Prussian Blue, Magenta and Red. There are many other
colours but these work for me most of the time with a few additions such as Cerulean blue
or Emerald Green, when the show dictates. I buy all my Rosco products from Lightstorm
Trading in London. It is also available from Flints and Brian Joseph Hardware. Numbers
below.

( A word of warning about Rosco super saturated paint. I would suggest that you don’t use
Rosco purple if you intent to varnish with Bona Mega. I’ve put Mega over scenery tinted
with a very pale rosco purple wash only to find that the varnish layer turns bright purple
and ruins the work.)
Screen Printing Inks and Dyes
I use a range of colour made by Selectasine. It’s a very
concentrated pigment stainer. Selectasine make oil and
water based binders to mix the pigment into. If you mix it with
the water based binder and then dilute the resulting goo, you
get a cheap translucent scene paint. You can also mix it with
emulsion paint, varnish, most things really. The pots of
colour are about £30, some less and some more depending
on the colour. However they are very strong and you don’t
need much at all. They keep well and because they are so
strong, the pots are small and don’t take up lots of space. I
buy from George Weil and Sons Ltd near Guildford.
I’m grouping dyes in with stainers as they both produce translucent colour suitable for
backlighting. Scenic artists used to use a range of dyes known as aniline dyes. These
produced very bright translucent colours. However they were fund to e carcinogenic and
so were banned in the 1980s There are safe alternatives on the market and Flints sell a
good range of self fixing dye for scenic artists. Just add hot water. They are great for a
variety of uses including painting cloths that might be backlit, or used for touring. (Using
dye keeps the cloth very soft and so not prone to creasing which makes it idea for a
touring production.)
Powder Paint.
I think they have a lot going for them. They are
cheap and easy to store as they are dry powder.
They will make washes or more solid opaque paint.
Again we avoid the chalkiness of emulsion paint.
They are not so good for staining though so don’t try
and tint emulsion with them.
Some of them mix with water fairly easily (especially
the earth colours,) but bright colours need to be
soaked or “slaked”. Mix the powder with water to
form a paste. Leave this to soak and then dilute to a
paint and fix with some glaze or even PVA. Without
fixing you have just water and powder and when the
water dries the powder will rub off. Add a little PVA or emulsion glaze and mix well to
make a paint that’s fixed and ready to use. Do a quick test before it goes on the scenery
using a hot air gun to speed up drying the sample. (It sounds a bit of a palaver, but once
you get the hang of it it’s an easy material to use.) I like powder paint for some ageing
processes and for brick and stonework. Before Rosco came on the scene, most
professional scene painting was done using powder paint, originally using hot size as a
binder and more recently PVA. You can buy powdered pigment from Flints and Brian
Joseph Hardware but if you need a more specialist supplier contact A P. Fitzpatrick

VARNISH AND GLAZE
Varnish or glaze can be used as a protective top coat, to create a coloured glaze or even
as a sealant at the bottom of a paint layer. I use varnish and glaze in many different paint
finishes. Marbling and graining rely on it but so do lots of simple ageing processes used to
make a box set look lived in. There are a lot of products to choose from. These are the
ones I use starting with the most expensive.
Bona is a company who make varnish for wooden floors.
They have a range of products. Mega is a single part
varnish and is widely used throughout the industry.
Traffic, also by Bona, is a two part varnish, water based
and very hard wearing. It has a catalyst to set it off. (It
has to be applied within four hours of mixing.)
They are really good, hard wearing and completely clear.
This is the sort of thing you’d use to varnish a west end
show floor. It will last for a long run with no problems.
Available from Flints, Brian Joseph and some good
decorators suppliers.
Water based polyurethane varnish
Most of the DIY sheds do a quick drying floor varnish. This
is fine for most varnishing jobs unless you expect really heavy
wear. Its clear, non yellowing, and strong. Its liable to be more
stable than glaze. (see below).

Emulsion Glaze
Emulsion Glaze is cheaper still. This is softer than the quick
drying floor varnishes and is milky in appearance. It dries clear
or at least it should do but do a test in the corner before varnishing a big floor. If the glaze
has been stored in very cold or freezing conditions it can be damaged so that it remains
milky when dry.
Rosco make an emulsion glaze that is designed to be diluted 1:1 with water giving you 8
litres of product. Again I buy this from Lightstorm Trading.
PVA
No good as a varnish but diluted PVA will work as a
sealant underneath a paint layer.

SHELLAC
Another family of materials that should be mentioned alongside
Varnishes and glazes are shellacs. Scenic painters use shellac as a
sealant a varnish and as a paint. There are a variety of products, all of
white have methylated spirits as a solvent. Mixed with water they
form a gloopy congealed mess. Its very important never to put an of
them down the sink as it will be blocked and you’ll need a plumber!
Button Polish is perhaps most widely used. It can be used to seal
scenery before painting and has the useful attribute of sealing in
fireproofing. ( Class one timber can ruin paint effects. If the
fireproofing salts escape from the timber into the paint layer they can
form which patches or turn gold metallic paint green). Button polish
can also be used as a varnish when wood graining and if you paint it onto scenery and
then immediately spray water into it ( or “chill” it) the polish become milky and granular.
Good for Lichen and various types of ageing.
White Knotting it also good for sealing and goes really pale
when you add water.
Garnet polish has a rich brown colour. Good for varnishing
mahogany.
FEV’s or french enamel Varnishes are basically shellac and
dye. These provide another range of colours for the scenic
artist and can be used for ceramic effects and stained glass.
Flints and Brian Joseph Hardware both sell shellac and Smith
and Rodger ltd make a big range of products.

A P Fitzpatrick (Powdered Pigments and art supplies)
http://shop.apﬁtzpatrick.co.uk
0207 7900884

Brian Joseph Hardware

http://www.bjhardware.com/
0208 767 2887

Flints Hire and Supply
http://www.ﬂints.co.uk/
0207 703 9786

Lightstorm Trading (Rosco products)
http://www.lightstormtrading.co.uk/
0208 676 7902
Smith and Rodger
0141 248 6341
http://www.frenchpolishes.com

